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wall covering

LISTEC LI 15 decorative strips in aluminum for ceramic tiling. The particular 

squared cross section integrates perfectly with the new ground sizes in 

porcelain stoneware and the  fixed depth of 8 mm makes it versatile and 

adaptable to any tile thickness over 7 mm (see pag. 126). The corner is fi-

nished with the joint series Squarejolly, Roundjolly or Kerajolly to ensure 

perfect  finish and prevent unsightly 45° cuts.

LISTEC LI 15:

1.   Enhances the bath  finish by decorating the tiles with a modern, 

minimalist design.

2.  Eliminates the need for special pieces, adapting to every type of fi nish 

and size of tile.

3.  Speeds and improves installation for a workmanlike job  finished 

elegantly.

4.  Many innovative fi nishes of the visible surface.

5. The shim  LIA makes it suitable for tiles from 10 to 12 mm.

LISTEC LI 15 A*  Anodised Aluminium

The surface in anodised aluminium silver(AS), copper(AR) or titanium (AT)

with a mat modern and trendy finish. It allows creating decorative effects in an 

economic way, while matching different tiled coverings.

Silver brushed version (ASS) for a more design and sophisticated option.

LISTEC LI 15 A*B Bright polished Aluminium

Its surface has been anodised and bright polished. It offers an adequate 

protection and tolerance to wear over time with an innovative aesthetic effect. 

Available: Polished chrome (ASB), bright polished Gold (AOB), bright polished 

Copper (ARB), bright polished Titanium (ATB), Silver grinded bright polished 

(ASGB), Silver sanded bright polished  (ASXB), Champagne sanded bright 

polished (ACXB), Silver brushed bright polished (ASSB).

LISTEC LI 15 AT* Aluminium wooden effect

Decorative listello in aluminium texture wooden effect to match with wooden 

furnishing and floors. Version Whitened oak (ATRS), Wengé (ATWE), Teak 

(ATTK), Oak (ATTRO).

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 15 LI 15

AS/AR/
AT/ASS/

ASB/AOB/
ARB/ATB/

ASGB/ASXB/
ACXB/ASSB/
ATRS/ATWE/
ATTK/ATRO

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Copper (AR), Titanium (AT), 
Silver brushed (ASS), 
Polished chrome (ASB), 
Bright polished Gold (AOB), 
Copper bright polished (ARB), 
Bright polished titanium (ATB), 
Silver grinded bright polished 
(ASGB), Silver sanded bright 
polished  (ASXB), Champagne 
sanded bright polished (ACXB), 
Silver brushed bright polished 
(ASSB), 
Oak whitened (ATRS), 
Wengé (ATWE), Teak (ATTK), 
Oak  (ATRO)

Length: 2,70 metres

decorative listello 


